By Mary McClintock, ’82

From Baghdad to DC to GCC
For Two Veterans, It’s a Small World

Joe and Josh both served for 8 years, from 2000 to 2008. In 2005, Joe and Josh both served in Abu Ghraib at the same time since he’d returned from Iraq in 2005. “Since Joe’s and Josh’s careers have been so similar, they were both invited to the National Guard and training the younger generation. Joe and Josh talked for a few minutes and wished each other well. They stood together and reflected on their experiences and the sacrifices they had made. Joe and Josh both served for 8 years, from 2000 to 2008 and have attended universities to fulfill their lifelong dream to study American History and have no plans to continue his studies past GCC. Joe and Josh both have a great support system to help everyone on campus understand the unique experiences of veterans. VetNet is also a very veterans way that they have many close friends in the military. VetNet is a very veterans way that they have many close friends in the military.